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ST MARY’S CHURCH 
HIGH PAVEMENT 

NOTTINGHAM 
NG1 1HN 

 
  

HIRING THE HISTORIC NAVE 
 

St Mary’s Church Nave Space (8000 ft2 / 740 m2) - Nottingham’s finest medieval venue - is 
available for daytime and evening hire until 11pm for events compatible with its primary 
function as an active church. All proceeds from hiring the Nave Space are invested in keeping 
the church open and welcoming to the many people who use it. 

500 people can be accommodated for events. The huge area of level floor makes it easy to 
create a range of configurations. The nature of the design easily enables a personal space for 
smaller functions. The Space is fully accessible for people with disabilities. 

Parking is available nearby in Fletcher Gate (500 spaces) and other car parks. The NET tram 
stop is less than 5 minutes’ walk.  

The ‘dry hire’ charge includes the use of a domestic-size kitchen, toilets, disabled toilet and 
the possibility of a separate ‘green room’ after 2 pm.  The use of up to 350 modern chairs, 
some traditional-style seating and a selection of modern fold-down tables is also included.   

Discounts may apply for certain smaller scale, charity and community-based events once the 
nature of an event has been established and approved via the booking enquiry forms.  

The Nave Space has underfloor and other central heating and a comprehensive network of 
electric power outlets, including 63A sockets for stage lighting etc. Electric power is included 
but heating is charged for during the winter months. 

Additional items (charged separately) include  

 Up to 165 ft2 / 50m2 flexible staging, set up to hirer’s requirements.  
 High-quality P.A. system with 4 radio mics (3 clip, 1 hand held) together with 1 wired mic 

with table and floor stands.  CD, ipod, phone and laptop playback are possible.    

Hirers may bring other approved equipment into the building. Our Events Management team 
maintains a list of potentially suitable suppliers, including caterers for largescale functions 
along with a/v and lighting specialists.   

For any additional information about the Church or facilities provided please contact 
  
St Mary’s Church Events Coordinator, mob: 07549 376789, email: events@stmarynotts.org 
 
 

                 


